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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a nonabelian finite simple group all of whose 24ocal 
subgroups are solvable. Assume that SCN,(2) + 4. Then G does not posses a 
maximal 2-local subgroup M such that: 
(4 every normal abelian subgroup of M can be generated by at most two 
elements; 
(b) JI contains a noncylic normal subgroup r], such that C,(b) _C Mfor all 
b E q,*c. 
Throughout the paper G will denote a finite group satisfying the assump- 
tions of the theorem. The other notation is standard. The proof of the theorem 
is obtained in Sections 2 and 3, where we show a generalization of a result of 
J. G. Thompson which we state as Theorem B. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a nonabelian finite simple group all of whose 2-local 
subgroups are solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G possesses a normal 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 28 and that T does not normalize any 
nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then G does not posses a maximal 2-local 
subgroup M such that: 
(a) every normal abelian subgroup of M can be generated by at most 
two elements; 
(b) :?I contains a noncyclic normal four-subgroup Q, such that Co(b) C M 
for all b E vO+. 
In Section 4 we show Theorem A. To do this we first see that G is balanced 
and connected and, by a result of Gorenstein and Walter [5], we can assert 
that O(M) = 1. This property of M is used to show that 2-signaliiers in G 
are trivial. Finally we use Theorem B to finish the proof of the theorem. 
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Theorem B also seems to be useful in the future work on simple groups all 
of whose 2-local subgroups are solvable. In fact, in attempting to classify 
simple groups all of whose 2-local subgroups are solvable, one of the cases 
studied would be similar to that occuring in Section 13 of Thompson’s 
N-groups paper [9]. In that case G is taken to be an unknown simple group of 
minimum order satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem B together with the 
condition that all local subgroups are solvable. It is shown there that the 
group G does not exist. In our present situation, i.e., without the solvability 
condition for p-local subgroups of G, p odd prime, we also show that G does 
not exist. In proving Theorem B, we study a nonabelian finite simple group G 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem B and containing a maximal 2-local 
subgroup M satisfying (a) and (b) of Theorem B. We prove at first the follow- 
ing result: 
(*) A Sylow 2-subgroup T of G is contained in precisely one maximal 
solvable subgroup of G. 
This fact, together with a result of Bender [l], gives a contradiction that 
proves the theorem. We follow the main ideas used by Thompson in Section 
13 of the N-groups paper, and by Janko in [6], as closely as our assumptions 
permit. Most of the lemmas used to prove Theorem 13.4 of [9] are used in 
the proof of (*). However, many of the proofs of these lemmas are different 
since we have neither the Uniqueness Theorem for odd primes that was 
used in the N-groups paper, nor the cyclicity of Sylow p-subgroups, p odd 
prime, of a maximal 2-local subgroup that was used by Janko in [6]. For 
example, in Lemma 2.5 we prove that if 7 is a maximal normal abelian 
subgroup of M containing ~a, and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 171, then 
7 C O,(N) for any solvable subgroup N of G containing T. Supposing the 
lemma is false and taking a minimal counterexample N, Thompson proves 
in [9] that iV = TQ, where Q is extraspecial of order q3 or ; Q 1 = @, and 
Janko proves in [6] that j Q [ = Q. In the present situation we only have that 
Q is either elementary abelian or a special q-group of exponent 4. A similar 
situation arises in the proof of Lemma 2.10, because in [9] the Uniqueness 
Theorem shows that O,,,(M) contains no elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 27 and in [6] the cyclicity condition shows that M is the splitting 
extension of O,(M) and a dihedral group of order 6, and in both cases a 
considerable restriction on the structure of M is imposed. 
1. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND KNOWN RESULTS 
The notation used in this paper follows closely that introduced in [2]. 
Some of the terms, which are not so standard and are used in this paper are: 





{Ah ] h E H}, A being a subset of H. 
the minimal number of generators of H. 
max{m(A)/A ranging over all the abelian subgroup of T}, 
T being a p-group. 
(A 1 rZ abelian subgroup of T such that m(A) = d(T)), T 
being a p-group. 
The set of selfcentralizing normal subgroups of H. 
{A E SCN(H) 1 m(A) > m}. 
The set of subgroups of H that A normalizes and that 
intersects A in the identity only. 
The rr-subgroups in &(A). 
{p ] If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then SCH,(P) # 0 and 
Kc P’> = OH. 
DEFINITIOX 1.1. Sol(X) is the set of solvable subgroups of X. MS(K) 
is the set of maximal elements of Sol(X) under inclusion, M*(X) is the set 
of all solvable subgroups of X that are contained in precisely one element of 
MS(X), and if HE M*(X), then M(H) is the unique element of MS(X) that 
contains H. 
The following known results are used in this paper and are stated without 
proof. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Gorenstein [4]). Let X be u nonabeliunfinite simplegroup all of 
whose 2-local subgroups are solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T of X 
possesses a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 28 and that T does not 
normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of X. Then O,(H) = 1 for ewry 
2-local subgroup H of X. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Gorenstein and Walter [5, Theorem B]). IfX is a connected 
group with m(X) > 3 and O(X) = 1 in which the centralizer of every involution 
of X is 2-constrained, then O(C,(x)) = 1 for every involution x of X. 
LEMMA 1.3 (Thompson [8, Lemma 5.341). Let X be a Jinite solvabZe 
group mith O,(X) = 1. Let E be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of X of 
order 2” # 1. Then X possesses a subgroup H, contained in F(X) such that E 
normalizes H and EH = D, x D, x ... x D, , where Di is dihedral of order 
2p, , pi odd prime. 
LEhrnm 1.4 (Thompson [8, Lemma 5.531). Suppose X, is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of the solvable group X. Assume that X is a (3, 5}‘-group and that 
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O,(X) = 1. Let R, = Cx(Z(X2)), R2 = ~x(J(&J), ad R, = ~V,(Z(ll(X2))). 
Then for each permutation 01 of {1,2, 3}, X = Ra(l)Ru(e) .
LEMMA 1.5 (Feit and Thompson [2, Lemma 7.31). If X is a p-solwable 
Jinite group and P is a Sylom p-subgroup of X, then H,(P) is a lattice whose 
maximal element is O,,(X). 
2. PROMERTIES OF A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO TTHEOREM B 
In this section we study the properties of a group G that is a counter- 
example to Theorem B, i.e., G is a nonabelian finite simple group satisfying 
the hypothesis of the theorem and G contains a maximal 2-local subgroup $2 
satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem B. 
By Lemma 1.1, if N is any 2-local subgroup of G, we have that O,(N) = 1. 
In particular O,(M) = 1. 
In this paper 71 denotes a maximal normal abelian subgroup of M con- 
taining Q; Q = Q,(q). Since m(T) < 2, we have m(q) = 2. N,(q) = NG(v,,) = 
M; 2(0,(M)) c v. Also, if T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, we have O,(M) Z T, 
Z(T) C 2(0,(M)) and then either Q, c Z(T) or Z(T) is cyclic and q,, n Z(T) 
is of order 2. 
LEMMA 2.1. A Sylow 2-subgroup T of M is a Sylouj 2-subgroup of G and 
KG(T) C M. 
Proof. Let 2 = QR,(Z(T)), then Z 2 Q, . If 2 = 7s , then Q, is normal in 
NG(T), and so NJT) C M and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If 2 = (a) 
is of order 2, then No(T) C C,(z) C AZ. Hence, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 2.2. q is a trivial intersection set in G. 
Proof. Suppose false, i.e., there is g in G such that 7 n vg # 1 and 
77 f rig- 
Let r~ be an involution in 7 n qg. Then C,(v) c M n A@‘. If C,(v) contains 
a Sylow 2-subgroup T* of G, then T* C M n MB and (T*)g-l C M. Hence 
(T*)g-’ = (T*)” for some m in &.f, so mg E M, and g is also in M, a contra- 
diction to 71 a M. Thus, we may assume that C,(o) does not contain a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let T,, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(~) and T be a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of M containing T, . Since T does not centralize q, we 
have ! T: T,, 1 = 2. Also, C,(,,) is a subgroup of index 1 or 3 in C,(v). Since 
r], is a four-group that index is 1. Hence C,(w) a M. Similarly, Co(o) a Ms. 
Thus, 1 # 0,(&(o)) a (M, Mg), which is a contradiction to M maximal. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Suppose g E G and 78 C M, then [y, 7~1 = 1. 
Proof. Suppose false, i.e., +j = 77 n C&g) < 7, and consider 74. Let 
Qj be a chief factor of 778, with r], _C r). Clearly, 5 # 1 and v&j C Z(qvg/+j). 
Therefore, r)g stabilizes the chain vi r) +j > 1 and 17 : < 1 vg 1 . Thus, Tg 
does not act faithfully on r], . Let e, # 1 and v E Tg such that v centralizes 
Q . Hence Q is contained in Mg and [qi ,791 Z 17 n 79 = 1. Therefore q1 
centralizes 79, which is a contradiction to the construction of +j. Hence 
1% vgl = 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose g E G and i qg: qQ n M 1 ,< 2. Then one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(a) rig _C M, 
(b) r] is a four-group, 
(c) 71 is of type (2,4) and v n M is a four-group. 
Proof. Suppose 1 qg: Tg n f&i I = 2. Thus, 11 is of type (2@, 2b) with 
1 < a < b. We have to show that a = 1 and b < 2, and that if b = 2, then 
qg n M is a four-group. 
Let 77 * = Tg, r],* = v* n M and vi = 77 n Cc(ql*). Clearly, vi # 1. 
If qr = 7, then 77 C Mu and by Lemma 2.3 applied to Mg we have 1 = [v, 7 *]. 
Thus, T* C M, which is against our assumption. Hence v1 < 7. 
Let 77s/rll be a chief factor of vqr* with 7s _C 7. If Q* does not act faithfully 
on ~a, then there is v in vi* centralizing r/s and then 7s C Mg. Thus, 
[~a , Q*] = 1 and so or = Q , which is a contradiction. Therefore Q* acts 
faithfully on r], and so Q is of index 2 in q and Q = 7. Also we 
have r] n Mg = vi because otherwise [T, y*] = 1 and 7 = Q . Thus 
(771 7 771*> = 71 x 7,“. 
For each VET - Q, we have vr* n (Q*)~ = 1. Thus Q* x (vr*)v = 
pi x Q*. Also v2 = v*(v~*)~ for some v*, vi* in Q*. Thus vs = 
(v*)~ (~r*)~, = (v*)~ err*, so vi* = v* and v2 = (v*)~ [v*, v]. Both vs and 
[v*, v] are in 77 and so (v*)” is also in 7. Since (v*)” E T”, we have (v*)s = 1. 
Hence zP=l. If WETS, then VWET-Q for any v in T-Q. Thus 
1 = (VW)* = v4w* = w4. Therefore 7 has exponent 4 and then b < 2. 
If b = 1, then a = 1 and 71 is a four-group. 
If b = 2, then either a = 1 or a = 2. If a = 1, then I vl* I = 4. Also v1 
normalizes Q1(q*), so there is v in Q centralizing Qi(7*) which implies 
Q,(r,*) C Q* and so Q* is a four-group. If a = 2, then 7 = (v) x (w) for 
suitable v and w and such that v1 = (v2) x (w>, with v and w of order 4. 
For each x E vi* we have VP = r.&%j for suitable i, j. Since (vs)5 = vs, we 
have GWW~ = vs, that is, wsj = 1. Thus 02 = vvzt or et” = ~aiws with 
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i = 0 or 1. Since i Q* j = 8, exists x E (r],*)# such that x centralizes 7. 
Hence 7 c Mg, which is a contradiction to Q < q. 
LEMMA 2.5. If T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M and N is a solvable subgroup 
of G containing T, then 7 C O,(N). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then the set 
9 = (A C G/A solvable, T C A, 7 C& O,(A)} 
is nonempty. 
Let N be a smallest element of $9. By Lemma 1 .l, O,(N) = 1. Thus 
1 # O&V) < O,,,(N). If O,,,(N) c M, then [q O,,,(N)] C 7 n O,,,(N) 
and 70,(N) Z O,,,(N). Thus, q C O,(N), which is a contradiction to the 
choice of N. Therefore O,,,(N) $ M. Considering the action of T over 
O,,,(N)jO,(iV) we have that there exists a T-invariant Sylow p-subgroup 
L/O,(N), for some odd prime p, and such that [q L] c O,(N). Thus L $ M. 
If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of L, then TL = T(O,(N) P) = TP. Thus N is a 
(2, p}-group, because otherwise 7 C O,(TP) and so [v, L] C O,(TP) n L = 
O,(N), which is a contradiction to the choice of L. Hence N = TP. Also 
TO,,,(:V) = AV and O,(N) P = O,,,(N). 
Set O,(N) = H, and for each XC N denote XHIH by X. In particular, 
LT = N/H. 
If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of N we have that D(P) H Q N, D(P) = D(P), 
P n M = D(P), and HP,/HD(P) is a chief factor of Ar. Thus T acts irre- 
ducibly on HPjHD(P). Set W = HP/HD(P). 
Set X0 = 7 n H, X,/X, a chief factor of T with X, C v, and e: E X1 - X0 . 
Since T normalizes both X1 and HP, we have that [X, , HP] Q N and 
since z: acts nontrivially on W we have that [X, , HP] q HD(P). Thus 
[v, W] # 1. HOW, W = [W, (v)] ): C,(v) and the fact that C,(v) is a 
T-invariant subgroup of W imply that C,(a) = 1. Hence 2: acts fixed point 
free on W. Thus v acts invertingly on W. Since D(P) H C M, we have that v 
centralizes D(P). By-a result of Feit-Thompson [2], D(P) c Z(P) and so the 
nilpotency class of P is 62. Since W is a chief factor of N, Z(P) = D(P) or 
- -, Z(p) = P. If P’ < D(p), then acting v on P/P we have that P = D(P) x E 
where J? n D(P) = P’ and E is T-invariant; hence P = E, which is a con- 
tradiction to the assumption. Thus P’ = D(P). sow if a, b E p, then 
[a, b]P = [ap, b] = 1 and so P’ is elementary abelian. If a E P - H’, then 
aD(P) # D(P), and there is a’ c aD(P) such that (a’)v = (a’)-I. Hence 
(a’)-9 = (a’-r)p = (a’v)p = (a’P)v = (a’)P, i.e., (a’)9 = 1. Thus P is of 
exponent p. Therefore a Sylow p-subgroup of N is either a special p-group 
of exponent p or elementary abelian p-group. 
Kow we will prove that T/X,, is of order 2. Assume at first that 7,/X0 is not 
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elementary abelian, then there is v E q - X,, such that v4 E X,, and v2 E 77 - x,, . 
Since m is faithfully represented on H/D(H), regarded as a vector space over 
a field of two elements, we have that v and w2 act faithfully on H/D(H). On 
the other hand, 1 = [H, c, v]; hence the minimal polynomial of v acting on 
H/D(H) divides (x - 1)2 and so va centralizes H/D(H), which is a contra- 
diction to the faithful action of m over H/D(N). Therefore q/X0 is elementary 
abelian. Since m(v) = 2 we also have 7/X,, is of order .<4. Assume now that 
7/X,, is of order 4. By Lemma 1.3 applied to E and +j, there is a subgroup Pa 
of P that has orderp and [+j, pO] = p0 . If P,, C M, then [7, PO] C 7 n P,,HC H, 
and so [+j, pa] = 1, which is not the case. Thus Pa e M. Let 7% = C,,(~o), 
then 7/7* is of order 2. If Pa = (Y), then (7*)r C 7*H C M. Also 7T $ M, 
because otherwise H7P,, = (O,(H7P,,), 7,779 C M, then P,, C :%I, which 
is not the case. Now by Lemma 2.4, we get that 7 is of type (2, 2b) where 
b < 2. Since 17: X,, I = 4 and since Z(T) C H, it follows that X0 # 1 SO 
that I 7 i 3 8. Hence, b = 2. By Lemma 2.4, 7* is a four-group. On the 
other hand, 7/X0 is faithfully represented on P, so we can choose p0 above, 
with the addition property that i&(7) does not centralize p0 . In this case 
7” is necessarily cyclic, against Lemma 2.4. Thus we conclude that 7/X0 is 
of order 2. 
Since v centralizes D(P) and inverts p/D(P), it follows that there is Y E P+ 
such that vH inverts YH. Hence Y $ M, so that Xar n M is of index 2 in rlr. 
By Lemma 2.4, we get that 7 is of type (2, 2b) with b < 2. 
Case 1. b = 1. 
In this case, since 7 does not centralize H it follows that [H, 71 = X0 = 
Z(T). If X0 C D(H), then 7 centralizes H/D(H), which is a contradiction to 
the faithful1 action of R over H/D(H). Since X0 is the only minimal normal 
subgroup of T we get D(H) = 1. 
Let v E 7 - X,, . Since [H, V] is of order 2, it follows that v centralizes a 
hyperplane of H. 
Assume D(H) = 1. Thus v acts invertingly on p. If Y E P+ we have P = F-l 
and so 1: centralizes a subgroup H* of H of index 4. H* is p-invariant. Since v 
centralizes H*, it follows that P does also. Since H acts faithfully on H and 
H/H” is of order 4 we get 1 P 1 = 3. Hence [ T 1 = 2 so that T = H(v) and 
H* = Z(T). Therefore, T is dihedral of order 8, compared to 2 E QT~. Thus 
D(P) # 1. 
Choose f~ P - D(P) such that P = f-l, so that (0, vi) is dihedral of 
order 2~. Hence C = C&) is of index 4 in H. Since D(P) centralizes both F 
and v, we get that C is D(P)-invariant and C,(v)/C is centralized by D(P). 
Hence D(P) centralizes H/C. Set H* = [H, D(P)]. Thus 1 f H* C C so 
that H* is centralized by r; Since in every coset xD(p) of P there is precisely 
one element 1: inverted by o, it follows that P = <pi, fZ ,..., F~) where Fi 
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centralizes H*, for all fi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Thus P centralizes H*. In particular 
[D(P), H*] = 1, which is a contradiction to [D(H), H*] = H* # 1. 
Case 2. 6 = 2. 
We first assume that H is not elementary abelian. 
Let Ho = D(H) and let X1 = H,, n 7 = H,, n X0. Since Ho n Z(T) Z 7, 
we get X1 + 1. If X1 =X0, then we get that [H, V] C H n 7 = X0 = 
X1 C D(H), against z1$ H. Hence, 1 X1 1 = 2 since X,, is a four-group and 
1 < x, < x, . 
Let V = H/H, and V, = [H, V] D(H)/D(H) C X,B(H)/D(H), so that V,, 
is of order 2. Since w centralizes a hyperplane of V, acts invertingly on p/D(P), 
and centralizes D(P), we again get 1 P 1 = 3 and T = (H, v). 
Let HI = [H, P]. Since N = HIV,(P), we get HI c~ N. Let Hz = C,(P), 
so that H = H,H, . 
Assume HI is not elementary abelian. In this case we get D(H,) n q = Xl 
of order 2. Since [HJD(H,), P] = HJD(H,) we have that CHl(P) C D(H,). 
Thus Hz n HI C D(H,). Since z, centralizes a hyperplane of H,/D(H,), we 
get HJD(H,) is a four-group. 
If D(H,) is not elementary abelian, then D(D(H,)) n 7 = X1 so that 
[II( V] C X, C D(D(H,)). Hence P centralizes D(H,), which is a contra- 
diction to X1 4 C(P) n HI. Thus D(H,) is elementary abelian and e; central- 
izes a hyperplane of D(H,). Hence C(P) n D(H,) is a subgroup of index 4 
in D(H,). 
If HI is abelian, then acting on the abelian group HI with P and since 
[HI , P] = HI , we see that C(P) n HI = 1. Thus 1 HI 1 = 16. Since HI is 
not elementary abelian we get that HI is either of type (2, 2, 4) or (4,4). Now 
C(P) n HI = 1 implies HI is the direct product of two cyclic groups of order 
4. But X1 = X0 n D(H,) and if 7 n HI = X, we have that [y, HI] 2 Xl L 
D(H,) and so P would centralize H,/D(H,), a contradiction. Thus X,, C HI 
and so X,, is cyclic of order 4, a contradiction. Hence (H,)’ # 1. Since er 
centralizes a hyperplane of D(H,), [D(H,), P] is a four-group. Since 
X1 C (HI)’ and P does not centralize X1 , we get that P acts faithfully on 
(Hr)‘. It follows that P centralizes D(H,)/(H,)’ and so acting on the abelian 
group HJ(H,)’ we see that D(H,) = (HI)’ and so 1 H,/(H,)’ 1 = 4. 
Kow 1 H,/(H,)’ 1 = 4 implies that HI is a nonabelian group of order 2n, 
for some integer n > 1, which is isomorphic to either a dihedral, a quaternion, 
or a semidihedral group of order 2”. In any case the Frattini subgroup must be 
cyclic of order 2n-2, so that 1 D(H,)( = 2 and \ HI 1 = 0. Since HI admits an 
automorphism of order 3, HI must be a quaternion group of order 8. Thus P 
centralizes X0 , a contradiction. 
We may therefore assume Hr is elementary abelian. Let H3 = Hz n C(H,). 
Then ,V,JH,) > (Hz , HI , H,,(P):: = N. If H3 # 1, then H3 n 7 f 1, so 
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that P C C,(v,) C n/l, for some c0 E 7”. This is not the case, so Hs = 1. If Hr 
is a minimal normal subgroup of N, then Hz centralizes HI , so H2 = Hz = 1. 
This is not the case since H is not elementary. Hence, HI is not a minimal 
normal subgroup of N and so / HI 1 > 16. Thus [HI, C] = X0. Then v 
centralizes a subgroup of indec 4 of HI and so 1 HI 1 < 16. Hence 1 HI 1 = 16. 
Since Xar C HI and X0* n X,, = 1, we get that HI = X,, x X,,r, where r is a 
generator of P. 
If 1 Hz / > 2, then 1 + Hz n C(X,,) = (Hz n C(Xo))r. Thus H3 # 1, a 
contradiction. Hence j H, ( < 2. Since H is not elementary abelian, we get 
that I H, / = 2. Hence I T j = 26. 
Let 1 < H,, < HI be a composition series for HI as ;Y-modulo. Thus, 
[ff, %I = H,, . 
Now we turn to M. Let 1cI = TR, where 1 # R is a Sylow 2’-subgroup of 
M. Suppose T 4 M. Since 7 is of type (2, 4), R centralizes 7. Since R is 
faithfully represented on T/T’, R is also faithfully represented on T,‘T’q 
and so / T’q ( < 16. Also T’T I (7, HII) a group of order 16. Hence, 
[ T’T = 16and T/T ‘7 is a four group. Hence, I R / = 3. Since R centralizes r] 
and normalizes T’q, R centralizes T’q. Thus, T’q = C,(R). Let To = [T, R]. 
Let Tl = T’T. T,-, covers T/T, and 1 # To n Z(T) C 7 so that To n Tl + 1. 
Now [T,, , R] = To and so R acts fixed point free on T,,/D(T,,). Since 
D(T,,) C Tl , we get that R centralizes D(T,,), so D(T,) C Z(T,,), D( To) = 
T,, n Tl . If (T,,)’ < D(T,,), then acting on the abelian group T&T,) with R 
we get a contradiction. Thus D( To) = (T,,)’ = Z(T,,) = To n Tl . Since 
D(T,) is elementary abelian and T,, is generated by two elements, we get 
I(T,,)’ = 2, To is a quaternion. We compute [T,, , TJ = [To , R, TJ. Since 
[R, Tl , T,,] = 1 and [Tl , T,, , R] = 1, it follows by the three subgroups 
lemma that [T,, , T,] = 1. Hence, T n C(v) 1 (7, To) and so ! Jo(,), = 2. 
This is not the case, since C(T) n HI = X0 and ( HI ( = 16. Hence T % M. 
Let K = O,(M), so that 77 C K. Since R centralizes 77 and R is faithfully 
represented on K, we get that i K [ = 32, 1 R I = 3. Let K,, = [K, R]. Let 
Kl = C,(R). Hence Kl = 7 since 7 C Kl and I 7: = ! Kl / = 8. K, covers 
K/K, and K,, n Kl f 1. We have [K, , R] = K. and so K,, n Kl = D(K,). 
Also (K,)’ = D(K,) = Z(K,) is elementary abelian, I(&) I = 2, K, is 
quaternion. Finally [K, , KJ = 1 by the three subgroups lemma, and so 
( AG(?)( = 2. This is not the case, since C(q) n HI = X0, 1 HI 1 = 16. Thii 
contradiction shows that H is elementary abelian. 
We will show that 1 P / = p. Suppose P is elementary abelian. Let 
0 E 7] - X6 ) then ZJ acts invertingly on P, so if Y E P+, C,(Y) admits o. Since 
P n M = 1, it follows that, [CH(y), V] C CH(y) n 7 = 1. If 1 P 1 > pa, we get 
that H = (C&Y)/Y E P#> C C,(o), against v Q H. Hence, if P is elementary 
abelian, ! P ! = p. Suppose P is not elementary, so that P is special p-group 
of exponent . Since z’ centralizes P’, it follows that P’ normalizes [H, z] = X0. 
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Hence, P’ 2 ill, since r) is a T.I. set in G. Since 7 is of type (2,4), P’ centralizes 
7, in particular centralizes X0 . 
Let H, = [EZ, P’] so that IV,(&) 3 (H, H,,(P)) = N. Since P’ # 1, 
H ,, + 1. Since X0 C C,(P’), we get H,, n X0 = 1. Hence H,, n Z(T) = 1, 
since Z(T) C 7. This is impossible since H,, 4 T. We conclude that I P / = p. 
Since [H, V] C X0 and m acts faithfully on H it follows that C,(P) = 1. 
Since [H, c] C X0 and X0 is a four-group, it follows that \ H ) = 21. Hence, 
,TI=2”,5<a<6. 
Let R be a Sylow 2’-subgroup of M. 
If a = 5, we get T 4 M, since 1 T: q j = 4 and R is represented faithfully 
on O,(M). Thus, 1 R 1 = 3 and H has either one or three conjugates in M. If 
r E R is such that H’ # H, then 1 H* n H 1 = 8 and so 1 Z(T)1 = 8, which is 
not the case. Hence H Q M and so N,(H) 1 (M, N) r> M a contradiction 
to the maximality of 171. Thus a = 6, j P ! = 5, and T/H is cyclic of order 4. 
Again C,(V) = X,, is a four-group and so 1 Z(T)1 < 4. If H c O,(M), then 
H 4 M since H is the only subgroup of O,(M) of its isomorphism class, 
against the maximality of M. Thus H $0,(M) and ! O,(M)1 = 25, 1 R ! = 3, 
and C(R) n O,(M) = 7. Let j be an element of H - O,(M). Thus j is an 
involution and so we may assume that j inverts a generator r of R. Thus 
Tl = [O,(M), R] admits j. Since [Tl , j] C Tl n H, it follows that Tl is not 
a quaternion group. Since 1 T,: Tl n C(R)\ < 4, it follows that Tl is not a 
four-group. This is impossible, since Tl 4 M, and since R centralizes 
7 1 Z(T). The proof is complete. 
Let K = O,(M), and let H = C(T) n K. Since 7 is a normal abelian sub- 
group of M of maximal order, it follows that 7 = Z(H). Let c = cl(H). If 
c > 2, then C,-,(H) is abelian. Since C,-,(H) e Z(H) = 7, qC’-,(H) is 
normal abelian subgroup of M that contains 11 properly. This is impossible, 
so c < 2. Thus H is of class at most 2. Here C,(H) = H, C,,,(H) = 
[C,(H), H], and c = cl(H) is e ne as C,-,(H) = 1, C,(H) # 1. Let Ms, d fi d 
be a Sylow 2’-subgroup of M. 
LEMMA 2.6. 
(a) H/q is elementary abelian. 
(b) Mz, is faithfuZZy represented on H. We have C,(H) = Z(H) = 7. 
Proof. Since cl(H) < 2, H/T is abelian of type (2”1, 2aa,..., 2”a), 
al < a, d ... < a, . Suppose a, = a > 2. Let H, = U-l(H mod 7) 3 7. If 
h, , h, E H, then [hf”-l, hr-‘1 = [hr, hr-*] = 1, since h2,” E 7. Thus H, is 
abelian and normal in M, against the maximality of 7. This stablishes (a). 
Let L = HC,(H), so that L 4 M. Thus O,(L) C O,(M) = K and so 
O,(L) = H. Since O,(M) = 1, we have O,(L) = 1. This implies that 
C,,(H) = T. The proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Suppose q C Hl < H and 1 H: Hl 1 = 2. Then every involu- 
tion of C,(H,) is contained in H. 
Proof. Suppose x is an involution of C,(H,) - K. Then M contains an 
element Q of odd prime order that is inverted by x. Let V = (q, x>, L = HV. 
Let H* = [H, (Q)], H,* = C,(q). Thus, H* and H,* admit V, and 7 Z H,*. 
Since (4) is represented faithfully on H, we get H* # 1. Thus H* n Hl is of 
index 2 in H*, as is H* n H,q. Since (x, xq) = V centralizes H* n Hl n Hlq, 
it follows that 4 centralizes a subgroup of H* of index 4 in H*. Since 4 has no 
nonidentity fixed points on H*/D(H*), it follows that H* is either a four- 
group or a quaternion group. If H* is a quaternion group, then C,*(x) is of 
order 2, but C,*(x) = H* n Hl is of order 4. Hence H* is a four-group. On 
the other hand, H* Q H, so H = H* x H,“, which gives H* Z Z(H) = q, 
against 7 C H,*. The proof is complete because if x is an involution in 
C(H,) n K, then x E H. 
LEMMA 2.8. If g E G - M, then one of the following holds: 
(a> 70 g HB, 
(b) rlog C H. 
Proof. Suppose false, i.e., there is g in G - M such that both 7. C Ho 
and Tog _C H hold. Let Y = (qo, ~~0). Since Y _C H n Ho and 7 is a T.I. set 
in G, we get Y = r], x ~~9. Since the normal closure of Y in M is a subgroup 
of H, we have that Y $ Z(Y”), because otherwise +?(Y”‘) is normal abelian 
subgroup of IM and so Z( Y”) C 7, Y C 7, which is not the case. Thus there is s 
in M such that (Y, Y”) is nonabelian. 
Sincee D(H) C r] = Z(H), it follows that H’ c q. = Q,(v). Since 
[Y, Ys] C H’ _C v. _C Y we see that Y Q (Y, Y”) and Ys stabilizes the chain 
97: Y 3 q. 3 1. Choose a E (7i8)# _C Y8. Suppose C(a) n Tog # 1. Then 
a E Ms. Hence, [Tog, a] C rlog n q. since Y8 stabilizes the chain %?, so that a 
centralizes Y. If 7$” = rlo , then gs E N(v,) = M, so that g E M. This is not the 
case, so 1780’ n v. = 1. Since a centralizes Y, we get Y 2 MQ8, Y C Ar(7gs). Thus 
[Y, v$S~ C 7:’ n v. = 1. Hence 7:” centralizes Y. Since Ys = ,zs x v. , we 
get that <Y, J’Q is abelian, against our construction. Hence C(a) n Tog = 1 
for all a E (~~‘)#. Let 9? = A@) 2 A,$$?). 
Similarly, let W* be the chain Y 3 Tog 3 1. We can choose s* in MB such 
that (Y, Y”*> is nonabelian. Hence, 7:’ stabilizes 97* and no element in 
r],8’ commutes with any element in v. . 
Now choose generators a and b of (r],,)gs satisfying the following conditions: 
481!37/2-5 
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where Q = (zr , za) and (7s)g = (sa , aa) and generators a, , 6, of TV* satis- 
fying: 
We have then either 
Case (1). z;1 = .z*zj , .z”,l = zpzszq 
or 
Case (2). z> = z,z,z, ) 23 = z,x, . 
In Case (1) we get 1 bb, i = 5, ! &z j = 3, so that (bb, , a> -N A, . In 
In Case (2) we get ( aba,6,aba, i = 5, 1 abarb, 1 = 3, and j u,ba j = 2, so that 
<abu,b,aba, , u,ba) is also isomorphic to Aa . Hence Aj is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of -Vo(Y)/CG(Y). Thus Nc(Y) is nonsolvable. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
LEWVA 2.9. Suppose g E G and the folloming hold: 
(a) 7jQI7Mf 1. 
(b) (Q’ g M. 
Proof. Let X = ~g n M, so that X f 1. Suppose that x E X# and 
( 7 n C(x)/ 3 4. Since C,(x) C Mu, we get 9 n C(x) C MQ. Since 
! 7 n C(x): 3 4, we can choose c in (7 n C(x) n C(tQ))#. Hence, 
(Q)g c C,(u) c M, against (b). Hence, 1 X 1 = 2 and ) C,,(x)i = 2. 
This implies that 1 C,,,(x)j = 4, so 7X is dihedral, semidihedral, or 
generalized quaternion by a standard theorem (see 13, Chap. 51). Since 7 is 
noncyclic abelian, this forces 7 = ?a . 
LEMMA 2.10. If T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, then M is the unique maxim1 
2-local subgroup of G that contains T. 
Proof. Suppose false, i.e., the set 
9 = (A c G/B is a solvable subgroup of G, T C A, A $ M) 
is nonempty. 
Let N be a smallest element of 9. Thus if hi > hr,, > T, then hTO _C M. 
Hence, N = TQ, where Q is a q-group for some odd prime q. Since 
O,(:V) = 1, 0,(h7) # 1 and ? C O,(N) as it follows from Lemma 2.5. 
If xl , .x2 E N, then ?%221 Z IV, where lV1 = O,(N). Thus [q, ~“P’?] = 1. 
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Hence [7~2,7”l] = 1 and so the normal closure of 7 in N is abelian. In parti- 
cular, for g E N, we get the normal closure of (7Jg in T is abelian. 
Let H = C(7) n O,(M). Suppose H C hiI . We have C,(H) = 7. Hence 
Z(N1) _C 7. Since 7 is a T.I. set in G, we get 7 Q hr, and so N C M, a contra- 
diction to the choice of N. Then we have H g Nl . Since 7 C H n IV, , H/v 
is elementary abelian, and HNJhr, N H/H n N, rv (H/q)/(H n NJy) it 
follows that HNl/Nl is elementary abelian. 
Suppose O,,,(N) C ;M. Then [H, O,,,(N)] C H n O,,,,(N) and then 
HNJN, centralizes O,.,(N)/N, . Hence, H _C Ni which is not the case. 
Thus O,.,(N) $ M, so TO,,,+Y) = N and O,,,(N) = QO,(N). 
Set N = N/N, and if XC N then X = XNJNi . 
Since R is elementary abelian of order 2” > 1, by Lemma 1.3, there is 
Q,, of order q is normalized by i!! but not centralized by R. Let 
So = <y> CQ. 
Let HI < H such that a1 = C(&) n n, H n Ni L HI and HI is of index 2 
in H. Thus [H i , (Y)] C Ni and (HI)’ C M. Now if Hr c &I, then NIHQo = 
(O,(N,HQ,), HI , (HI)‘) C M and so IQ0 C M so that [H, Q,,] _C H n NIQ,, C Xl 
and H = HI , a contradiction. Therefore HT $ M and Y 4 M. 
By Lemma 2.8, either (7,$ g H or 7,, $ Hr. Replacing Y by r-l if necessary, 
we may assume that (7,,)7 $ H. 
Let L = HhilQo . Then L, = O,(L) = H& . Since HhTl is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of L and HIYl C T, we have (H,NJ = H,hTl _C T. Thus we 
have 1 Hr: Hr n T 1 = 2. 
Let Y = G$(Z(L,)). Then I- > sZ,(Z( T)), so that Y n 7 f 1. Hence, Q,, 
does not centralize Y. 
Let Y1 = C,(Q,,). Suppose E’i # 1. Then Yi 4 L and so E; n C(H) f 1. 
But Z(H) = 7 = C,(H), against Q,, g M. Hence C,(QJ = 1. 
Since Y is an elementary abelian subgroup of C,(H,), 7 C HI , and 
1 H: HI 1 = 2, by Lemma 2.7, it follows that Y _C H. Let x be in H - HI . 
Then C,(x) C C,(H) = 7 and so C,(x) C 7,, . Since x acts as an involution 
on Y we get 1 Y 1 < 24. If 7,, C Y, then 7oT C YT = Y C H, against the choice 
of Y. Thus I C,(x)! = 2 and j Y 1 < 4. Since Y acts fixed point free on Y we 
get ’ Y [ = 4 and I Y 1 = 3. 
Since 7 C O,(N), we get 7r C O,(N) C T. By our construction 
hJT n H -C h)7. S’ mce Y C H and C,(H) = 7. n Y is of order 2, we get 
(7,, n Y>’ C H so that (7J n H = X0 is of order 2. Since SZ,(Z(H)) = 7, and 
(71~ n V = X0 $ 7. we have HI = C,(X,) is of index 2 in H. 
Hence we have proven that there is Y E G - M such that: 
(a) Hr n T is of index 2 in Hr. 
(b) 7cC T. 
(c) (70)r n H = X0 is of order 2. 
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(d) HI = C,(X,,) is of index 2 in H. 
(e) The normal closure of (ys)r in R is abelian. 
We now look at the structure of A.. Let K = O,(M). By Lemma 2.3, 
[q,qr] =l and SO ~rnK~H. Thus, if we set (T#=X=X,, XX,, 
where Xi = <xi) is of order 2, i = 0, 1, then X1 c K. Hence the 
set A = (4 E M#/q”l = q-l, 1 4 1 odd) is nonempty. 
Let 4 E A. Set [H, (&I = H” and HI* = H* f~ HI . Since C,(x,,) _C AP, 
we get [HI*, X;l C HI n (r]s)7 = X0. The group Q = (4) has no non- 
identity fixed points on H*/D(H*). Let C = [H*, x;I. Thus C is contained 
in the normal closure of T,+’ in T. By (e), C is elementary abelian and since Q 
has no nonidentity fixed points on H*/D(H*), we get H* = (C, CQ), since 
(C, Cq) covers H”/D(H*). 
Suppose C is of order 2. In this case, { H*: D(H*)l = 4 and since H* 
is dihedral, we get that H * is a four-group. Since H* c~ .H, we get 
H* C Z(H) = 7. On the other hand 7 G CG(xO) C ikP, so that [T, or] = 1 
by Lemma 2.3 applied to M+. Thus, x1 centralizes 7, so Q also centralizes 7. 
Hence Q centralizes H*. This contradiction shows that 1 C 1 2 4. 
In particular, since [HI*, X,] C X0, we get that 1 H*: HI* i = 2, and 
[HI*, X1] = X,, . Hence, H* contains X0 . 
Let Ci = C n (H*)‘. If i C: C, i < 2, then 1 H*: (H*)’ 1 = 4. Thus H* 
is generated by two involutions, one in C - C, and the other in 0 - (C,)q 
which shows that H* is a four-group, a contradiction. Hence, j C: C, 1 3 4. 
Let C = C, x C, where x0 E Ca; Ca is available since jc,, $ (H*)‘, because 
otherwise .yO E Z(H) = 7, contrary to our assumption, and x0 E C, while C 
is elementary abelian. 
Choose h E H* - HIS. Thus, ([h, x1], A$ covers C/C, , and so 1 Cs 1 = 4. 
Hence , \ H*: D(H*)i = 21, since (C,, (&)a) = H*. Since H,* < H*, it 
follows that H* is nonabelian. Since (C, , (C,)q> covers H*,l(H*)‘, it follows 
that H*/(H*)’ is elementary and so (H*)’ = D(H*). Moreover (H*)’ C Z(H”). 
Let F be a subgroup of (H*)’ of index 2. Then CF/F = (C,FjF) x (H*)‘/F 
is elementary of order 8. Put H*/F = L and assume that Z(L) 3 L’. Since Q 
acts without fixed points on Z(L)/L’ and LIZ(L) it follows that I Z(L)\ = 8 
and Z(L) is elementary of order 8. We get L = Z(L) Ll , Z(L) n L, = L’ and 
L, is Q-admissible, Thus L, is quaternion. It follows that Q,(L) = Z(L) 
which implies that {C, Cq> 2 Z(L), a contradiction. Thus Z(L) = L’ and SOL 
is extraspecial. The presence of an elementary subgroup of order 8 of L shows 
that H*/F is the central product of two quaternion groups. Hence aut(H*/F) 
is a (2, 3]-group whose Sylow 3-subgroups are elementary, and SO 4 is of 
order 3. 
Since Q has no fixed points on H* - (H*)‘, it follows that for each 
h E H*hhVz~e E (H*)‘. Since x1 centralizes 70 and (H*)’ C 71s it follows that Q 
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centralizes (H*)‘. Thus for every involution i of H*, we get iW* = j where 
j E (H*)’ and so iQaiiQ = j. Hence 
Let C, = (x,,) x ( yO). Then H* = (C, , (CJg) and [x0 , x0*] = 
[ y. , yoQ] = [x0 y. , ~oqyoq]. Since [x0 , y. yogy~*l = 1 we get 
PO 9 Yol ho 1 YoPl [x0 9 YoQ21 = 1 
and so [x0 , yog] = [x0 , y”,]. Hence [ y. , x0*] = [xog, ro] = [x0 , yf]* = 
[x0 , ~$1 = [x0 , you]. Therefore (H*)’ = ([x0 , yo*]) is of order 2. Hence 
F= 1. 
Since 17 n H* = (H*)‘, it follows that H stabilizes H* 3 (H*)’ 1 1. Thus 
[Q, G(Q), H*l = 1 and [C,(Q), H*, Q] = 1 which imply by the three 
subgroups lemma that [H*, Q, C,(Q)] = 1 or [H*, C,(Q)] = 1. Thus 
C,(Q) = C,(H*). Since C,(H*) C MT we get [C,(H*), (~~)r] C 
X0 n C(H*) = 1. Hence (T)~)” centralizes C,(H*). Thus we have stablished 
the following result: 
(f) If 4 is any nonidentity element of M of odd order that is inverted by 
x, , then [H, (q)] = H* contains x0 and is the central product of two quater- 
nion groups. Furthermore, H = H*C,(H*) and C,(q) = C,(H*) C C(T~)~, 
and j~l =3. 
Since [x0 , xoQ] = 1, (x0 , xoQ, (H*)‘) is an elementary abelian group of 
order 8 normalized by Q. Since Q does not centralize (x0 , x09, (H*)‘) it 
follows that [x1 , xog] # 1. Thus xog E C,(X,) _C M’, but (710)+ $ &P*, this 
last relation holding since [(v ) o r, xoQ] C (vo)+, while (yo)’ # (yo)m, this final 
inequality holding since x1 inverts q. 
By Lemma 2.9, with MT* in the role of M and our present q-l in the role 
of g, we have 
Since [H*, x1] is elementary abelian of order 8, it follows that x, inter- 
changes the two quaternion groups of H* and so CH*(xl) is elementary of 
order 8. 
Let L, be any subgroup of L = O,.,,(M)/O,(M) inverted by x1. Since x1 
acts invertingly on Ll , Ll is abelian. Hence x, acts invertingly on every Sylow 
p-subgroup of L, . Let Q be a p-subgroup of O,.,,(M) such that x1 normalizes - - 
QO,(M)/O,(M) = Q, Q a Sylow p-subgroup of L, . Consider the subgroup 
(x1> QO,(M). O,((x,> QO,(M)) = O,(M) = K. Thus, there is q in 
(x1) QO,(M) which is inverted by x, and is of odd order. Hence [ q 1 = 3, as 
it follows from (f). Thus Ll is a 3-group. Suppose & is a cyclic subgroup of 
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order 3” of L, and x, acts invertingly on Qr . Since x1 $0,((q) QIK) = K 
and x1 acts invertingly on Qr , we have 1 Qr 1 = 3. Thus L, is elementary 
abelian 3-group. Since x1 inverts L, , L, = Q&Z/K where Q is an elementary 
abelian 3-group inverted by x, . For any q E Q#, we have C,(q) is x,-invariant 
and also C,(q) C C(x,,) C Mr. Hence [C,(q), X] C X n C,(q) = 1. Thus 
x1 centralizes C,(q). If Q is noncyclic then H = (C,(q)/q E Q#) and so x1 
centralizes H, a contradiction. Therefore ! Q 1 = 1 or 3. Thus 
(h) If L, is any subgroup of O,,,(M)/O,(M) inverted by x1, then 
jLll = 1 or 3. 
Let Q be a nonabelian subgroup of O,,,(M) of order 27 and exponent 3 
and x1 normalizes QO,(M) if any. Suppose [Q, X,] @ K, with K = O,(M). 
Let @, = M&/K for any subset M, of M. Q* = {q E Q#/zr inverts qK} and 
let Q,, = {q E Q,/[xr , q] E K). Thus Q = Q*Q,, , Q* n Q0 = 4. Since Q is 
nonabelian, Q0 # 1. Since [Q, X1] $ K, Q,, < Q, and so 1 Q0 1 = 3. If Q0 # Q’, 
then &=[Q,X,]KnQ is elementary of order 9 and x1 inverts &K/K, 
against (h). Hence Qe = Q’, and x, inverts KQ/KQ’. 
Let R = [H, Q] = [K, Q], the second equality holding since 
j K: H / < 2. LetF = RQXr , so that A 4 F, I?Q 4 F, and A = O,(F). Let 
Q = {A C F/l A 1 = 3 and X~UJ~, = u-1 all a E A). We will show that ‘Z? con- 
tains elements Qr , Qa such that (Qr , Qe) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of F. Suppose 
this is false. 
For each A E 9, let A(A) = [p, A]. Since 
[H, A] = [H, A, A] C [H, Q, A] = [ii, A] C [H, A] 
it follows from (f) that J?(A) is the central product of two quaternion 
groups. Since x1 inverts flQ/I?Q’, it follows that if A, and A, are two distinct 
elements of 9, then (A, , AZ> contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of F. Hence, 
@(4), ~(4) = R since (B(A,), &A,)) 4 A and (A, , A,) centralizes 
~/<f%%h %W- H ence, fi is the product of four or fewer quaternion 
groups. On the other hand, B(Ar) contains [R, X1] and [Z?, x1] is elementary 
abelian of order 8. Hence, 1 g(AJ n A( > 8, so I If 1 < 2’ = 25+5-3. 
Since Q is faithfully represented on R/D(A), it follows that I? is extraspecial 
of order 2’. 
Choose a fixed element A of 3 and assume notation is chosen so that 
A CQ. Let A =l?(A)L, where L = B n C(&4)). Thus L is nonabelian 
of order 8. Let V be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Nr(Q). Thus, / I’ 1 = 4 and 
V n A = 8’ is of order 2. Choose y E V - 8. Then y = x,h with A E fi. 
Hence h-lx,Ax,h = h-lAh C Q, so that h E L, because otherwise 
<A, Ah) = Q, against our assumption. Now C,(A) = A x Q’, so Q’ nor- 
malizes L = I? n C(A). S ince Q’ has no nontrivial fixed points on n/D@), 
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it follows that L is a quaternion group. By (f), SC, centralizes L. Let 4 be a 
generator for Q’. We will show that [x1 , q] EL. Namely, ifQ’/fi is a central 
factor of F, so y centralizes q and xlqxl = qh, with h, E IT. Since y = xrh, 
we get h-lqh,h = q, or equivalently, h, = q-lhqh-1. Since h EL, and q 
normalizes L, we get h, E L. Hence p = LQ’(.r,) is a group. Thus, 
L(q) = L x (xr) = LCp(L) is normal in P. Since L’ X (x1) = s2,(L(x,)), 
it follows that q centralizes x1 . Hence, q centralizes h, so h E A’, which gives 
x1 E F’. We have therefore that x1 lies in a systemizer of F. Thus, 
(A, A”1) = Q. 
Since Q’ c C(x,), it follows that Q’ normalizes (q,$. Hence, Q’ centralizes 
(v,,)r since Q’ stabilizes X 1 X1 1 1. This is impossible, since x0 is a non- 
central element of A and H n C(Q’) = Z(R). Thus we have established the 
following result: 
(i) If Q is a nonabelian subgroup of O,,,(M) of order 27 and exponent 3 
and x1 normalizes QO,(M), then [Q, X1] c O,(M). 
Let L, = [L, , X,] K, where L, = F(M mod K). By (h), I& I is a power 
of 3. Suppose ) & ) > 3. By (h), & is nonabelian. There is an xl-invariant 
subgroup E, of z1 such that 1 E,: C,$XJ = 9. This $ exists because other- 
wise Cal is of index <3 in & , and %i would centralize D(&). Since x1 
acts fixed point free on &,iD(Er), we have D(&) = CE-,(gl). Thus ~?r is cyclic, 
a contradiction. Let E, = [& , X1], so that &: D(L,)j = 9, and X1 central- 
izes D(&). Thus La is nonabelian and Es is of exponent 3 and order 27, 
against (j). Therefore I[&, , Xi]! = 3. 
Let R = Hr n T, R,, = R n K. Since D(R) C X, it follows that 
D(R) C X1 and x1 C Z(R). Since [&, , Xi] = & admits i?, we have C(&) n i? 
is of index 2 in i?, so R = X1 x C&r). This implies that i? is an elementary 
abelian group. 
Suppose \ RI =2” 3 23. Let R = (%r) x (&) x (&) x *.. x (Fn). 
By Lemma 1.3, there are qr , 42 , q3 ,..., q% in F(@) such that 
1 qi = pi odd prime, Di = ( yi , qii) are dihedral groups and %r = y1 , 
01 , a, D3 1..., &)=D1 XD, xD3 x ... X D, . Suppose pi0 # 3 some 
z,, , 2 < i, < 72. Without loss of generality we may assume i, = 2. Let 
D = & x Da . Let Qr be a subgroup of order 3 inverted by 3cr and Qr = (&), 
and let S be a subgroup of M such that S is a Sylow 2’-subgroup of D and 
Q, C S. Then S = Qr x Q2 where Q, is a subgroup of order p, . Since 
H* = [Q, , H] is the central product of two quaternion groups and H* is 
Q,-invariant, we have that Q2 centralizes H*. In particular, QZ centralizes x0 . 
Thus QZ C M’. Hence [R, Qs] _C H’ and [R, Q2] is a 2-group. Since -- 
[RR, QJ = Qa a 2’-group we get a contradiction. Thus pi = 3 all 
i = 1, 2, 3,. . ., 12. 
Let Q be a subgroup of L, such that Q = (qr) x ... x (q$. Let q E Q 
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such that ~“1 = 4-l. Thus H* = [H, (q)] is extraspecial of order 26. Since 
Q is elementary abelian of order >27, there is Q,, E Q such that p0 centralizes 
H*. Hence 4s centralizes x0. Since [R, (q,,)] _C H+ n L, C K, we have 
[R, (q,,)] = 1, a contradiction. Therefore 1 R 1 = 21+e, where e = 0 or 1. 
Now we will determine the structure of H. Let Q = (4) be a subgroup of 
L, = F(M mod K) of order 3 inverted by x1 , and define H* = [H, Q]. By 
(f), H = H*C,(H*). Let HI* = C,(H*). Thus Z(H,*) = 7 = Z(H) is of 
order 4. We have 1 R, 1 = 1 Hr 1 2-2-e = ! H 1 2-2-e. Let R, = C(T) n R, = 
R. n H, so that I R, I 3 1 H 1 2-S-e. Now D(R,) C 17 n vT = 1, and xi 
centralizes R, , while (R, , X1) = R, x X, . Hence, NT contains an element- 
ary abelian subgroup of index at most 8, so H contains an elementary abelian 
subgroup C with r] _C C and I H: C 1 < 8. Since H* is extraspecial of order 25, 
we get that H*C is of index at most 2 in H. Let 2 = (H*)‘, so that H*C/Z 
is an elementary abelian subgroup of H/Z of index at most 2. First, suppose 
H*C = H. In this case H/(H*)’ is elementary abelian and so D(H) = Z. Also 
i H: C I = I H*: H* n C I . ilssume that 11 < HI*. Let H** be a maximal 
subgroup of HI* that does not contain 7. Since 1 # D(H,*) c HI* n Z, we 
get D(H,*) = (HI*)’ = Z. Thus H** is extraspecial. Thus H = yl x I?, 
where 71 is a subgroup of order 2 of v, vr # (H*)‘, and I? = H*H** is 
extraspecial of width 33. Since C exists, it follows that His of width at most 3. 
Thus H is extraspecial of widht 3 and so I H 1 = 2s and I HI* ; = 2”. If 
7 = H,“, then 1 HI* I = 22. 
Suppose now H*C < H. This implies that j H* n C I= 8, since 1 H* / = 25 
and ! H: C 1 < 8. Hence, H* n C E SCN(H*) and I(H* n C) HI* ! = 
I H 1 2-2, so. H: (H* n C) HI*1 = 22 and I H: (H* n C) (HI* n (H*C))I = 8. 
Thus, CC (C n H*) HI* and ( HI*: HI* n C 1 < 2. Suppose I HI” 1 = 
2b < 24. If y E HI* - (C n HI*), then C(y) n HI* = (y) 71 of order 23. 
If y E C n HI*, then C(y) n HI* = HI* or C n HI* depending on y is 
in 7 or HI* n C - 7. Thus I HI*: C(y) n HI* I = 1 or 2 or 2b-3. Let 
m = max{O, 1, b - 3). Since 2” < i(H,*)’ I < 22, we get b < 5, that is, 
1 HI* 1 = 2j. Hence HI* contains exactly one elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 21, namely, HI* n C. Hence, I C 1 = 26. 
Let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of H of order 26. Sup- 
pose A n H*C = A, is of order 25. Since 1 H*C I = 28, we have 
25 > I A, n C I > 23. If I A, n C I = 25, then A, C C, so that Z(H) is of 
order >23, a contradiction. If 1 A, n C ! = 23, then A,C = H*C and 
Z(H*C) r) A, n C, so that I Z(H)/ > 23, which is not the case. If 
I A, n C 1 = 24, then A,C is of index 2 in H*C and A, n C _C Z(A,C). 
Now H* g A,C. Let h E H* - AC, where AC is of index 2 in H, hence 
C,(h) is of index 2 in H. Thus C,(h) n (A, n C) is of order 28. Hence 
Z(H) is of order 28, again a contradiction. Therefore A C H*C. If C is the 
unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 2’j of H then C is characteristic 
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in H, thus C 4 M. If C is not the unique elementary subgroup of H of 
order 28, then H*C is generated by such subgroups. Hence, H*C is character- 
istic in H, so H*C 4 M and 1 Z(H*C)j = 24 and we get a contradiction. 
Thus ; HI* 1 < 24. Therefore we have proved the following result: 
H sontains a subgroup H* such that H* is the central product of two 
quaternion subgroups, H = H*C,(H*), and 1 C,(H*)I < 16. Moreover, 
H n Hr is elementary abelian and (7, H n HT) is of index at most 8 in H. 
Let Q = (4) be a subgroup of L, = F(M mod K) of order 3 inverted by 
xi , and let P be a subgroup that contains Q and is a Sylow 2’-subgroup of 
L, . We know that [&, , xi] = Q, and so Q is a direct factor of P = &, . 
Here @, = M&/K for any subset M,, of M. Hence P = Q x PO for suitable 
subgroup PO of P. Since PO centralizes Q, we have that P acts on H* = [H, Q] 
and C,(H*) is of index 1, 3, or 9 in P. Let PI = C,(H*). Hence PI stabilizes 
7 1 H* n 7 1 1, and so P centralizes 7 and qH* is of index 64 in H. Thus, 
if 1 PI 1 > 3, then there is y in PI+ such that y centralizes H, a contradiction 
to Lemma 2.6. Hence 1 PI 1 < 3 and 1 P / < 27. If P is nonabelian, then 
j P 1 = 27. Suppose P is of exponent 3. Then, by (i), [P, Xi] C K, which is 
not the case. Hence there is y E P such that I y 1 = 9. Since H* does not 
admit a cyclic subgroup of automorphisms of order 9, we have Q $ ( y). 
Since P = Q x PO we get a contradiction. Therefore P is abelian of order 
<27. 
Case 1. IPI =3. 
In this case, Q = (q) is a Sylow 2’-subgroup of M. Thus we get that M 
is the splitting extension of K and the nonabelian group Q(xi) of 
order 6 and 1 K/H 1 < 2. Let RI = R, n H so that I Ro: R, I < 2. Since 
D(R,) C X n 7 = 1, it follows that (R, , Xi) is an elementary subgroup of 
H’ of index 2l+“, where 2” = I R,: R, I . Since H* is extraspecial of order 25, 
we get a = 1. Thus H has an elementary abelian subgroup C of index 4, so 
H = H*C. This implies that C,(H*) is elementary abelian, so C,(H*) = 7, 
since 17 = Z(C,(H*)); we also get I K: H 1 = 2. 
Let Y = C,(Q). S ince [H,Q]=[K,Q]=H*, YgH and IY]=8. 
Since 7 C Y, Y is nonabelian. Hence Y is dihedral of order 8 and K = HY, 
H n Y = r]. Let Y = (7, a), a E K - H, 1 a 1 = 4. Since Y admits 
xi , we have either xiax, = a or ,‘clax, = a-1. If X+X, = a, 
then [Y, Xi] = 1. If x,ax, = u-i, then [a, x1] = a2 E Z(Y). Since 
H*nYdY,H*nYnZ(Y)#l.Hence[Y,X,]CZ(Y)=H*nY= 
(H*)‘. 
Choose w E Y - 77 with w2 = 1. Since w normalizes H and Q, w normalizes 
H* = [H, Q]. If w induces an inner automorphism of H*, then C(w) n H* 
is of index <2 in H*. Since Q acts on C(w) n H* we get that w centralizes 
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H*. Thus Y centralizes H*. We know that E = (~a , x0*, (H*)‘> is a normal 
elementary abelian subgroup of H* of order 8 normalized by Q. Since 
K = H*Y and Y centralizes H* we get E 4 (K, Q). Now since x1 inverts 4, 
centralizes .F+, and (H*)‘, and (~a*)~1 = (x2)‘-l = (x0)9-l E E, we get that 
E 4 (K, Q, Xi) = M and m(E) = 3, a contradiction. Hence w induces an 
outer automorphism of H*. Let H,,* = {h E H*/[w, h] E (H*)‘}. Since 
K = HRo and x0 E Z(R,), we have [w, ~a] = [hv, x0] = [h, x0] E (H*)‘, where 
h E H, z’ E R, . Hence x0 E H,,*. Thus Ho* is not a quaternion group. Clearly, 
H,*/(H*)’ = C(w) n (H*/(H*)‘) and so Ho* is Q-invariant subgroup of H*. 
Since w induces an outer automorphism on H*, it follows that H,,* < H* and 
so ! H,,* / = 8. Since Q does not centralize Ho*, Ho* is elementary of order 8. 
But (x0, x,,Q, (H”)‘) is elementary of order 8 and so H,,* = (x0, x,,q, (H*)‘) 
is a normal elementary abelian subgroup of 32, a contradiction. Thus 
iPj >3. 
Case 2. IP’=9. 
In this case L, = KP = F(M mod K), P acts on H* = [H, Q]. We first 
show that [H, P] = H*. Suppose false, i.e., H* is a proper subgroup of 
[H, P]. Set H,” = C,(H*), H,* = [HI*, P]. If H,* = 1, it would follow 
[hh, , p] = [h, p] for each h E H*, h, E HIV, p E P, that is, [H, P] = [H*, P] = 
against our assumption, so that H, * f 1. Since P centralizes 7 and 
7 C H,* we have v < HIV and so HI * is nonabelian of order 16 with center 
77 and C(P) n HI* = 7. Since HI” = Hz*?, we have that H,* is nonabelian. 
If -4, is any normal abelian subgroup of H,* then m(A,) < 2, because 
otherwise there is an elementary abelian subgroup A of order 8 containing 7. 
Let p E P - Q. Since p does not centralize A, p does not normalize A. Acting 
with p on H,” a nonabelian group of order 16 we see that C(p) n H* > 7, 
a contradiction. Now we are in position to use a result of Thompson that 
characterizes the 2-groups S normalized by a p-group, p # 2, and m(A) < 2 
for all normal abelian subgroup A of S. In our case Hz* is quaternion. If 
H = (Hz*, H*) = H,* x Hv’, then i&(H) = Hz x H* so that H has no 
elementary subgroup of index <8. If H,* x H” < H, then Hz* x H* 
is the central product of three quaternion groups, and H = (Hz* x H*) 2 
for some subgroup 2 of 7 of order 2. Again, we see that H has no elementary 
subgroup of index 8. But this is a contradiction to the structure of H. There- 
fore [H, P] = H*. 
Now :1f = &VM(P), and since Hi = [H, P] = [K, P], we get H* o M. 
Since H*P permutes transitively the noncentral involutions of H*, it 
follows that ((H*)‘, X,,) is normal in some Sylow 2-subgroup T” of M, with 
Xc T*. Thus, T* = H*C,,(q,) since C,,(((H*)‘, x0)) is of index 2 in T* 
and C,,(x,,) < H*. Thus, [T*, X,] C H*, since [Cr,(X,), X1] C X0, due to 
C~.(ZC,,) C JO. Thus, Xi is a central subgroup of T* of order 2. Hence Q 
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admits T*. Suppose / C(Q) A T* 1 3 4. Since C(Q) n T* acts on P, there is 
A+ 1, ALC(&)n TX such that 2 stabilizes 1 < Q < p, a contradiction 
to C(F(B)) C F(M). H ence T* is elementary abelian of order 2b, b < 2, since 
C(Q) n T* is of order 2 in T*. This in turn implies that M = T*P. Also, 
D( T*) C K, and since D( T*) o b viously centralizes 7 we even get D(T*) C H. 
We next show that 7 is weakly closed in H. For suppose y E G - M and 
7~ C H. Let a, , a2 , us be the involutions of 7)~. Thus ai = ui,ui, , where 
ai1 E H*, uis E C,(H*). Since [CH(u,), ~“1 C 7” n H’ C vp n 7 = 1 we get 
C,(u,) = CH(~v), i = 1, 2, 3. Since H* is extraspecial, it follows that 
H* c CH($‘); that is, +’ C C,(H*). Since j C,(H*)’ < 16 we get 
C,(H*) = 7 x 7y, against Z(C,(H*)) = 7. So 7 is weakly closed in H. 
Let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Mr that contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(x,,). Thus 7 C p. If 7 C D(p), we get 7 & H’, since D(r) C Hr. Hence 
7 = 77, since 17’ is weakly closed in HT. This is absurd, so 77 c D(p). In 
particular 7 $I D(C,(xJ). N ow C&x,,) is the direct product of X0 and a 
dihedral group of order 8. Hence (H*)’ _C (C(X,,) n H*)‘. This implies that 
(H*)’ = D(C,(X,)). Thus, D(H,*) c (H*)‘. Hence HI* = Z x Hz*, where 
/ Z = 2, 7 = Z x (H*)‘, and D(H,*) C (H*)‘, so that H = H*(H,* x Z). 
Since Z(H) = 7, H”H,* is extraspecial of width 2 or 3. 
Since H* = [K, P], we get [K, P] = [K, Q]. Let Tr = XT(P). Since 
K = C,(P) [K, P] we get KC NT(P) H”. Thus M = H*PTl . We can then 
choose s, in Tl such that x, = h*sl with h* E H”. Since Q Q IV,~(P) it follows 
that both 3c, and s, normalize Q. Hence, R* E :V&Q) = (H”)‘. Hence, X1 
normalizes P. Let P = Q x Q,, where QO = C,(X,). Thus, QO _C C(3cJ C M+“, 
so QO centralizes 77’. Hence, 4 E Cn.(Q,). Th is is impossible, since the central- 
izer in H* of every nonidentity element of P is contained in a quaternion 
group of H*. Therefore : P 1 # 9. 
Case 3. i P 1 = 27. 
Suppose H* < [H, P]. Let [HI*, P] = Hz* where HI* = C,(H*) is of 
order <16. If Hz* = 1, then [H, P] = [H*, P] = H*, which is not the 
case. Thus Hz* # 1. Since 7 _C C,(P) C C,(Q) = HI* and H,* # 1, we 
get 7 = C,(P), HI* is of order 16, 7H2+ = HI* and H,* is nonabelian of 
order 38. Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of Hz*. If m(A) = 3, A is 
elementary abelian of order 8 and 7 _C A. Choose p E P such that A g C(p). 
Thus, 7 = Ap n A, BAD = Hz*, and CH*(p) is of order 24, so that p 
centralizes HI*, an absurd. Hence m(A) < 2 and so H,* is quaternion. Hence 
H has no elementary abelian subgroup of index <8, which is a contradiction 
to the structure of H. Therefore H* = [H, P]. 
Since 1 P 1 = 27, there is qO E P# such that qO centralizes H*. Since 
H = H*C,(P) we see that qO centralizes H, a contradiction to Lemma 2.6. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 2.10. 
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LEMMA 2.11. G does not contain a strongly embedded subgroup. 
Proof. Suppose false. By a theorem of Bender [l], G is isomorphic to 
either L,(q), or Sz(p), or Us(q), for some q = 2” > 4. Thus a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G is disjoint from its conjugates. Hence, if T is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of M containing 7, we have that T 4 M. Since M is a maximal 2-local 
subgroup of G and M # G we get T +I G and we see that G contains exactly 
one conjugate class of involutions. Let A be a normal elementary abelian 
subgroup of T of order 38. Choose a E A - Q, , and b E (q,,)“. Let g E G 
be such that a = bg. Hence Tg n T # 1. Since r], 4 M, we have that 
g 4 M. Thus To # T, a contradiction to T is disjoint from its conjugates. 
LEMMA 2.12. G contains a (2, 3)-subgroup L which satisfies the following 
properties: 
(a) L !$ M. 
(b) L n M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup L, of L. 
(c) O,(L) = 1. 
(d) L, contains an involution i such that 
(1) CLz(i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(i), 
(2) CFe(i) contains an element of U(2), and 
(3) Co(i) g M. 
(e) If D is a 2-subgroup of M containing L, properly, then M is the unique 
maximal 2-local subgroup of G containing D. 
Proof. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Since either v,, C Z(T) or Z(T) 
is cyclic, we have that r], E U(2). Let U be the set of all elements A of U(2) 
which are contained in M. Hence q0 E U. 
Let I,, be the set of all involutions i of M such that: 
(a) C,(i) contains an element of C, and 
(b) C,(i) $E M. 
We first show that I, # 4. Suppose false. Let TO = &(q,,). Then 
1 T: TO 1 < 2. If y E T,, , then q0 C C,(y). Since not all involutions of G 
are in M, because otherwise M = G which is not the case, and No(S) C M 
for any Sylow 2-subgroup S of M, and since G does not contain an strongly 
embedded subgroup, it follows that M contains an involution x such that 
C,(X) $ M. Since we are assuming I, = 4, it follows that x # T,, . Denote this 
involution x by j,, . Let ;M2 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,( j,,). Choose m E M 
such that Mam C T, and set ( j,)m = j, &fznz = @a. Hence Co(j) $ M. Since 
I, = 4, we have that j 4 T,, . Hence, T,, is of index 2 in T, C,(j) = iI& is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(j), and 70 e Cr( j). 
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Since G is simple, a transfer theorem of Thompson implies that j is conju- 
gate to some involution j’ E T, . Since C,(j) and C,( j’) are conjugate, we 
have that C,(j) n T = fla is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(j), otherwise 
I, # 4. Hence, there is Ms C C,(j) such that A& is of index 2 in Ms and 
M3 n M = A& . Choose x E Ms - A&. Then C,(x) n T, = 1. On the 
other hand, D(&J _C T,, and D(A?s) < Ms , so we must have D(A?s) = 1. 
Since i@a n T, is of index 2 in A&, it follows that C,(X) n il?f2 = (j). 
Therefore, ii& is a four-group. Since T possesses a normal elementary 
abelian subgroup E of order 8, we see that j centralizes a subgroup of order at 
least 4 of E, and so 1 C,( j)i > 8, a contradiction. We conclude that I, # $. 
Let i, E I, . Let&* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(i,). Then&* is contained 
in at least two distinct maximal 2-local subgroup of G. Let L, be a 2-subgroup 
of M containing Lz* and having maximal order subject to being contained 
in at least two maximal 2-local subgroups of G. Choose m E M such that 
L, = @Jrn c T, and set i = (Q,. Then CLl(i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(i). Since NG(T) C M, we have L, < T. 
Let N be a maximal 2-local subgroup of G containing L, and distinct from 
M. By maximality of i L, ) , L2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M n IV’. 
If Y is a characteristic subgroup of L, , then N,(Y) C M, because otherwise 
Nr(LJ is contained in two distinct maximal 2-local subgroups of G and 
L, < AiT( Therefore L, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. 
Since N is a 2-local subgroup, by Lemma 1.1, we get O,(N) = 1. By 
Lemma 1.5, kI,,,(L,) is a lattice whose maximal element is O,,(N), so that L, 
does not normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of IV. 
Since N is solvable and N c M, there is a Sylow p-subgroup P of N, 
p # 2 such that PL, = L,P and PL, $ M. Set G, = CL2p(Z(LB)) and 
Gs = NLap(J(L2)). Suppose p # (3, 5). Since O,jL,P) = 1, by Lemma 1.4, 
L,P = G,G, , but Gi C M, i = 1, 2, since Z(L,) and J(L,) are characteristic 
subgroups of L, . Thus L,P C M, which is not the case. Suppose p = 5, then 
by a result of Thompson [7], since PL, does not involve SL(2,2) and 
O(PL,) = 1, we again get L,P = G,G, C &I, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore p = 3 and the subgroup L,P satisfies all the conditions (a) through 
(e) of the lemma. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
In this section we prove Theorem B. Using the properties derived in 
Section 2 of a counterexample to Theorem B we will reach a contradiction. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a nonabelian jinite simple group all of whose 2-local 
subgroups are solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G possesses a 
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normal elementary abehan subgroup of order 38 and that T does not normalize 
any nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then G does not possesses a maximal 
2-local subgroup M such that: 
(a) m(A) < 2 for every normal abelian subgroup B of M, 
(b) M contains a noncyclic normal abelian subgroup q,, such that Co(b) C Al 
for all b E y,,+. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let G be a counterexample to the theorem. Let T 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. By Lemma 2.10, T E M*(G), that is, M is the 
unique maximal 2-local subgroup of G that contains T. 
Let L be the subgroup given in Lemma 2.12. We may assume without loss 
of generality that if L, C X < L, then X 6 M, where L, = L n T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of L. Thus, L = L,Q, Q a 3-group. Let L, = O,(L). Let 
H = C,(q) where K = O,(M). Suppose H C L, . Since 1 + Z(L,) C Co(H), 
we have Z(L,) c 7. Thus, for x EL - M we have Z(L,) = (Z(L,))” C 7’1’ and 
so 7 n qZ =# 1. Since 7 is a T.I. set we get 77 = qs and so x E M, against the 
choice of x. Therefore H g L, . 
Suppose H C L, . If O,,,(L) c M, it follows that 
P,&), HI C O,,&) n H CL, , 
i.e., H CL, , which is not the case. Thus O,,,(L) g M. Assume now H $ L, . 
Let L,* be a subgroup of L,H containing L, as a subgroup of index. Let 
Hz* = L,- n H. Suppose HAL, = H n L,. In this case we get 
[Hz*, L,] c Hz* n L, c L, and then L, 4 (Hz*, Lz), a contradiction to the 
maximality of 1 L, ; . Hence H n L, < H n L, . Let H* = [Hz*, LJ. Thus, 
H” g L, , H* C H, and H* 4 L, . Thus H*LL, 4 (L, , H2*) = L,*. Suppose 
O,,,(L) C M. Then we get [O,,,(L), H*] c H n O,,,(L) CL, . Hence 
H* CL, , a contradiction. Therefore, we also have O,,,(L) g M. Hence 
O,,,(L) = L,Q, and minimality of L,Q implies that Q n M = D(Q) and 
QL,/D(Q) L, is a chief factor of L. 
If A is a normal 2-subgroup of L, then clearly L, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N&l). 
Let A be a normal four-subgroup of T. Since L, contains an involution i 
such that CLe(i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(i) we have Z(T) C CL*(i) CL, . 
Suppose A $ L, . We have that A n L, = A n L, is of order 2. Thus 
1 AL,: L, 1 = 2 and [A, LJ C A n L, CL, . Thus & o AL, , a contradiction, 
so A CL, . In particular 70 CL, . 
Let ,4 = V(ccl,(r),), L,). If A CL, , then A Q L. Since Nr(L,) also 
normalizes A we get a contradiction to the maximality of 1 L, ’ . Hence, 
A $ L, . Thus, there is g E G such that q,,g $ L, and qOg CL, . Let X = q,,g. 
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Let Q1 be a subgroup of Q minimal subject to 
(b) X normalizes L,Q, . 
(4 IQ1 > Xl $LI . 
Since X is elementary Q1 is cyclic. Let R = LIQIX. Let R, = O,(R), 
X0 =Xn R,, so that 1 X, 1 = 2. Let Y = [s2,(Z(R,)), QJ. Since 
Ql(Z(T)) C fJl(Z(R,,)), it f o 11 ows that Y # 1. We assume without loss of 
generality that X = X0 x X1 , Xi = (x,j, and that x1 inverts a generator q of 
Q1 . Since X,, centralizes Y, we get that Y normalizes X, so that [Y, X1] _C X, . 
Since Q1 acts fixed point free on Y, we get [Y, X,] = Xs . Thus 1 Y 1 =.4, 
1 Q1 i = 3, and [R, , X,] = X0. Since X, centralizes R,/Y it follows that Q1 
centralizes R,jY a*d so [R, , Ql] = [L, , Qr] = Y is a four-group. 
We now look again at L. Let Q0 = Q n L,[Q, X,] * Q1 Z Q,, . Since X, 
centralizes a subgroup of index 2 of L, , acting with L/L, on L,/D(L,) we get 
Q0 = Qi , so Q1 is a direct factor of Q. Thus, sZ,(Z(Q)) is permutable with 
L, and Lp.G$(Z(Q)) is not contained in AI. Hence, Q is elementary abelian 
3-group. 
Since X0 centralizes L, , we have X n L, = y,,g n L, = X,, so 
(X,)4 = (qO)“p n M # 1. Since xi inverts q, and q 4 M we get (x1)” 4 M. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.9, applied to gq, we have 71 = q, . 
Since xi centralizes a subgroup of index 2 of L, , we get that CLl(q) is of 
index 4 in L, . Since [Ll , Qr] = Y is of order 4 we have L, = CLl(q) I’ and 
Y n CLl(q) = 1. Since Y C Z(L,) we have that L, = CLl(q) x Y. Suppose 
17 CL, . By Lemma 2.3, v centralizes X, so 7 C CL1(x,) = CLl(q) x X0. 
Hence 77 n C(q) f 1, against q 4 M. Thus 7 p L, . We may assume without 
loss of generality that r] = X. Hence XL,jL, = qL,jL, is a chief factor of L, . 
Thus we have that .q inverts L,Q/L, . Since Q is elementary abelian, we may 
assume that Q is inverted by q . Since x1 centralizes a subgroup of index 2 
of L, , we get that ! Q 1 = 3, so that ’ L,: L, 1 = 2, and L, = L,y. 
Choose u E Nr(L2) - L, . Then u normalizes both 7 and C,z(q) = 
CLl(d x 70 * If c+d is not elementary, then AVG(D(CL1(~))) 1 (u, L), 
against the maximahty of L, . Hence, C,l(Q) is elementarv abelian and so is 
central in L, . 
If I C,*(Q)! > 4, then C(U) n C,$Q) # 1, and if a E (C(U) n CLl(Q))+ 
then C,(a) 2 (u, L). This is impossible by maximality of L, , so 1 CL,(Q)1 < 2. 
If CLl(Q) = 1, then L, is a dihedral group of order 8. L, contains an mvolution 
i such that CL*(i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(i). On the other hand T con- 
tains a normal elementary abelian subgroup E of order 8, and so 
C,(i) > (i, C,(i)> which contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8. 
Since L, does not contain an elementary subgroup of order 8 we get a con- 
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tradiction. Hence, 1 C(Q) n L, 1 = 2. In this case, L, has exactly two element- 
ary abelian subgroups of order 8, L, and CL,(7s). Since u normalizes C=,(7a), 
u also normalizes L, . This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
THEOREM A. Let G be a nonabelian finite simple group all of whose 
2-local subgroups are solvable. Assume that SCN,(2) # #. Then G does not 
possess a maximal 2-local subgroup M such that: 
(4 every normal abelian subgroup of M can be generated by at most two 
elements; 
(b) M contains a noncylcic normal subgroup 7,, such that Co(b) C M for 
all b E rlO#. 
Proof. Suppose false. Since the centralizer of every involution is a 
solvable group and SCYVs(2) # 4, G is connected in the sense of [5], and 
by a theorem of Gorenstein and Walter [5, Theorem B] we get O(C,(x)) = 1 
for every involution x of G. 
Since O(M) C O(C,(b)) for all b E 70+ we get O(M) = 1. 
Let T,, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, and T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G 
containing To . We have 7e C T,, . Suppose that T normalizes a subgroup K 
of G of odd order. If K n M = 1, then 7,, acts fixed point free on K. Thus 
K = (C,(b)/b E 709. Since Co(b) C M for all b E 70# we have, that KC M. 
Thus K = 1. If K,, = K n M # 1, by Lemma 1.5, we get K,, C O(M) = 1, 
a contradiction. Hence l&(T) = (I}, that is, 2-signalizers in G are trivial. 
Now we can apply Theorem B to reach the final contradiction which finishes 
the proof of Theorem A. 
As a corollary of this theorem we get a characterization of PSL(2, 5), A, , 
PSU(3,4). 
THEOREM. Let G be a nonabelian finite simple group all of whose 2-local 
subgroups are solvable. Assume that G contains a maximal 2-local subgroup M 
such that: 
(4 every normal abelian subgroup of M can be generated by at most two 
elements, 
(b) M contains a noncyclic normal subgroup 70 such that Co(b) C M for 
all b E rlO#. 
Then G is one of the following groups: PSL(2, 5), A,, or PSU(3,4). 
Proof. We may assume that SCN,(2) = @. Thus by a result of Janko- 
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Thompson we have that G is isomorphic to one of the following simple 
groups: PSL(3, 3), Ml, , 1;7,(3), PSL(2, q) q odd, A, , U,(4). Considering the 
Sylow subgroups of each of these groups we get the desired result. 
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